biography

Julot started his acrobatic career in the 80s under the name of Julius with a rolla bolla act.

He performed for 10 years in many kind of places: traditional circus (« Cirque de Paris » F. Schoeller « Circus Monti » Switzerland), musical (« Cabaret » directed by J. Savary- 2 years tour), circus restaurant (« Carnival Plazza » Tokyo/Japan), discos and street festivals.

In the 90s he creates a trio of Comedy Clowns « Les Cousins » which toured for 23 years with great success in more than 60 countries around the world, indoor and outdoor.

Since 2007 he performs with hula hoops on a 9 meters pole « Hula Hoopla !!! », mainly outdoor in France, Italy, Brazil, Japan, Spain, Morocco, Myanmar … and indoor « Cabaret Shirley et Dino » December 2011/Paris), « Enschede International Circus Festival »/ Holland, and « Kuchu Cabaret » a program mixing theater and circus in the theater of Matsumoto/Japan from 2011 to 2015, program were he also works as circus coordinator and circus casting director.

Julot also worked from 2001 with « Phare Ponleu Selpak » a NGO in Cambodia as coordinator of the circus school, helping with the development of this social school, with the formation of students and teachers and organizing tours in Europe for the shows of the young cambodians artists.

He won the Rosgocyrk price at the 2016 « International Idol Circus Festival » in Moscow.